
THE CASE FOR CLIMATE CHANGE 
WARNING LABELS ON GAS PUMPS 

Why Consumer Information Labels on the dangers of 
climate change should be included as an emissions 

cutting strategy for transportation 





The Car and the Individual? 



Where GHG Originates 



Won’t yet another warning label 
just be ignored by the public?   
!  This assumes advertising has NO effect on consumer 

behavior, a generalization. 
!  Consumer behavior is influenced by multiple 

methods, this is well known. 
!  Tobacco companies spent millions to prevent text 

warning label implementation on cigarette cartons.   

Advertising Apathy  



Warning Label from Health Canada 



Start Lowering Emissions Now, But.. 

!  25% of Californians “Very worried” and 38% 
“Somewhat worried” about global warming.  

!  Only 24% believe global warming will cause a 
great deal of harm to themselves or their family 

!  Goal is to dramatically lower emissions before 
catastrophe; how do we reach the other 75%? 



The Incredible Inefficiency of Private Automobiles 

!  20% of chemical energy stored in gasoline used as 
mechanical energy to power the wheels forward; 
rest lost to heat and exhaust 

!  4000 lb vehicle used to transport one 160 lb human 
means the thing we actually want to move (you) is 
only 4% of the total weight 

!  Less than 1% of energy in gasoline used to move 
you 

!  Shell Eco-Marathon most recent winner;  3587 mpg 



#1 No Feedback 

!  The effects of climate change from burning gasoline 
(a signal) will not be felt immediately--long delay 
between cause and effect. 

!  Further exasperated by hyperbolic discounting: bias 
towards discounting the future for immediate needs/
gratifications.   



#2 Externalities 
!  Labels bring the problems associated with burning 

fossil fuels (climate change) directly to the consumer.   
!  Takes what is business-as-usual behavior and 

“problematizes” it. 
!  Goal of outlining externality; create demand for 

solutions to transportation inefficiencies 



#3 Diffusion of Responsibility 
!  When responsibility for problem is diffuse, label 

locates the responsibility 
!  Driver has choice; continue polluting or seek low-

carbon alternatives 
!  Provide necessary “moral input” in that choice; 

humans not heartless 



Cognitive Priming 
!  Warning labels designed to create negative 

association with using fossil fuel. 
!  Set market and political stage for: firm/rising 

carbon tax, luxury public transit, cycle track bike 
lanes, electric vehicles… 



Low Carbon Transportation Alternatives 







New Car Registration 



Graphic Warning Labels 



Expanded Campaign 
!  Airline Tickets 
!  TV/Radio/Outdoor PSAs 
!  Food Labels (farm to fork distance) 
!  School Curriculum 
!  Freeway Signage 


